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TFO Introduces the BVK Fully Sealed Drag Fly Reel
We took the successful BVK series of reels, added a fully sealed drag system and didn’t raise the price one penny! Introducing the BVK SD
series of reels: A fully-sealed drag system with super easy LH/RH retrieve changes and minimal maintenance.
The drag system is fully sealed Delrin® and stainless-steel to keep the drag clean and functioning in rough and dirty environments. This
new drag system provides a noticeably broader range of resistance. The BVK SD series of reels are machined aluminum and anodized for
durability and use in fresh or saltwater. The super large arbor design gives these reels huge line capacity and enables the angler to pick up
line with incredible efficiency.
The four reel series is perfect for everything from rainbow trout and bass all the way to bonefish and baby tarpon. All models of the BVK SD
come packaged in a black nylon reel pouch. Spare spools are available and the BVK SD family retails for $199.95-$229.95.

About Temple Fork Outfitters (TFO):
TFO assembled the world’s most accomplished, crafty anglers to design a complete line of fishing rods priced to bring more anglers into the
sport. Because we believe that anyone who has the fishing bug as bad as we do deserves the highest performance equipment available to
take their game to the next level. And in our experience, when we get people connecting with fish, they connect with nature. And they join
us in our mission of keeping our streams, rivers, lakes and oceans in good shape for the next generation. There’s a new breed of anglers out
there. They’re smart. They’re passionate. They’re socially conscious. And they’re fishing Temple Fork.
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